Thought-Provoking Curriculum Examining Race
and Racism for Grades 6 –12

Edgenuity, in partnership with Point Made Learning, is proud to offer
Look Deeper: Race, a powerful 6–12 interactive online curriculum.
Having meaningful conversations about bias, race, and racism can be challenging. But these vital conversations are critical for our
students and communities. Developed by Point Made Learning and based on their award-winning documentary I’m Not Racist…
Am I?, this engaging course guides students and educators through examination, conversations, questions, and reflections about
systemic racism in the United States.
This course follows 12 students through a year-long exploration into race, bias,
racism, and more. Workshops and facilitators include:
 The People’s Institute for Survival and Beyond
 Dr. Jennifer Yim, creator of The American Dream game
 Dr. Eddie Moore, Jr., founder of the White Privilege Conference and
Privilege Institute
 Dr. Liza Talusan, nationally recognized equity and inclusion practitioner-scholar

On-Demand Professional Development Companion Course
To support administrators, counselors, and teachers in facilitating Look Deeper: Race, we have built an on-demand companion
course Look Deeper: Race, Getting Started for Educators. This flexible companion course, available in KnowlEdge Academy,
addresses educator FAQs and concerns about guiding students through the course, facilitating conversations, and answering
questions they have.

To get started with Look Deeper: Race,
contact your Account Executive or visit edgenuity.com/look-deeper-race

Compelling Stories and Interactive Lessons that
Foster an Equitable Community
Look Deeper: Race is a nearly four-hour course broken up into eight episodic
lessons designed to help students learn, reflect, discuss, and grow in their
understanding of systemic racism.
Students engage with documentary footage of other teenagers doing the same
work and experiencing some of the same situations they face each day at home,
at school, with their friends, and in their community. Look Deeper: Race doesn’t
focus on students learning one “right” answer. The adaptable content is built
around learning new ideas to consider and new strategies to move forward.

This course features:
 Facilitation guides

 Activities

 Discussion questions

 Parent resources

It also includes the KnowlEdge Academy companion course, Look Deeper: Race, Getting Started for Educators which supports
school communities in implementing the curriculum.

TO BEGIN PROVIDING LOOK DEEPER: RACE,
contact your Account Executive or visit edgenuity.com/look-deeper-race
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